Dodge nitro electrical problems

Table 1 shows 17 common electrical system related problems of the Dodge Nitro. The number
one most common problem is related to the electrical system problems. The second most
common problem is related to the horn assembly 34 problems. Vehicle has miles. I am second
owner,and have had it for almost 10 years. About a year ago, it started shutting down all power
while driving, randomly. Read details The contact owns a Dodge Nitro. The contact stated that
on several occasions, the horn activated independently of driver input. The contact also stated
that the vehicle experienced several other unknown electrical failures. The vehicle was taken to
an independent mechanic to be diagnosed. Driving down the highway and power goes out. No
air, no radio, engine will not start. Car Problems. Table 1. Electrical System related problems of
Dodge Nitro. The Electrical System problem Vehicle has miles. Electrical System problems.
Horn Assembly problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Instrument Panel problems. Wiring
problems. Software problems. Ignition problems. Battery Cable problems. Ignition Switch
problems. Starter problems. Power Door Locks Not Working problems. Battery Dead problems.
Battery problems. Fuses And Circuit Breaker problems. Underhood Wiring problems. Starter
Solenoid problems. Dodge Nitro owners have reported problems related to electrical system
under the electrical system category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also
please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of Dodge Nitro based on all problems
reported for the Nitro. Driving to work and noticed smoke. Opened hood and flames were
coming out of fuse box. Closed hood and grabbed purse and phone. Lady who pulled over
behind me and people inside office called fire department because engine compleatly involved.
Took a bit for fire dept. To gain control and extinguish. I did research and saw several similar
complaints re fuse box. See all problems of the Dodge Nitro. Vehicle has miles. I am second
owner,and have had it for almost 10 years. About a year ago, it started shutting down all power
while driving, randomly. Local garage diagnosis was malfunctioning tipm. Tipm module
malfunctions. This is the second time this has happened. Stationary in my driveway. I ordered
spark plugs and coils. The battery light came on. Made it to work could smell something
electrically not right a faint burning smell after I got out and had parked it. I was on third shift it
was dark I knew I wouldn't be able to find it till the next day. Hour later my Dodge Nitro burned
to the ground. Totaled the truck next to it too. Had I had it home changing spark plugs and coils
it could have burned my house down with my family in it. Chrysler has a problem with tipm's
stalling Nitros and catching fire. I never knew what I was up against till it was too late. Air bag
on key ingredients lights on the dashboard keep come on and I got a letter said my truck on
recalled. My vehicle will randomly stall when driving. I had contacted dealer a few years ago
about this and they stated the recall for electrical was fixed before I purchased vehicle but I am
still having this issue. Some times it will stall when stopped at a light other times while driving
which is very scary. I got my Dodge Nitro 4 months ago first month I noticed my engine was
starling and I know is I had electric issues I told my dealership and they said that if the car still
running it's nothing they can do about it some days my windshield wiper will cut on by itself
some days my blinker don't work I have 6 month warranty. So I was on my way going home
coming off the freeway stop at the red light the light hit green I press the gas my wheels lock up
my brake lock up and the car keep going into oncoming traffic my car is going into the wrong
lane I have pictures of that making. Hard for me to turn my wheel now my car been in the shop
for a month still paying payments. The radio is not powering down properly and keeping the
communication bus awake causing parasitic battery draw. I have a mygig head unit with
navigation and sirius satellite dvd player. At time the the Nitro will lock me in or out due to the
stereo not powering off properly due to this issue you also can not get satellite service to work.
Dodge needs to recall this issue as we did not ask for the issue. Also when filling up with fuel it
does not stop on it is own like other cars and trucks, it spits fuel back out at you and spills
everywhere on you the car and ground. The battery problem happens when it is turned off with
no key in the ignition. Las dos puertas DE atras ,el gate DE la parte trasera y la puerto del lado
derecho. O sea la del pasajero. I was driving in town, just pulled forward from a stop light. My
wipers started running, my entire instrument cluster started flashing. That included, check
engine, oil pressure, low voltage, abs, eps, lost all speedometer reading, rpm reading, fuel level,
engine temperature. On the odometer screen it displayed no bus. Now it does it while running,
moving, stationary, and not running with the key turned in the on position. My airbag light came
on a week ago and wont go off. Very nerve wracking. If I fill gas tank gas comes back out of tank
all over me and truck. I love my truck, but it is becoming one thing after the other and as a
single disabled mom of an 8 year old, I cant afford this money pit. Especially with what my loan
costs me every month. I seriously thing Chrysler should take some responsibility for problems
in their vehicles especially since I see a lot of people have complained about the same issues. I
can say I will never buy another Chrysler product again. We little people pay more than enough
for these vehicles, to just have to turn around and invest thousands more. I would not complain

if it was just mine, but when you look and see all the other people that have complained about
the same issues, then its time to complain because it is obviously not just mine and not just
because its an older vehicle which I had thought til I saw the other complaints!!!!!!!!!!. The door
locks for the rear doors do not work. The engine heater core also stopped providing heat to the
car. Even after cleaning it out. It continued while driving it. Took it to mechanic next day but
lights were not on. Mechanic said it was most likely the main computer but the lights were not
on so they couldn't fix. The next day lights all came back on driving on highway car almost
stalled and it wouldn't shift. We drove it straight to mechanic. It would not restart. Thankfully it
was parked at this time. If it died while we were driving it would have been tragic! We did not
take pictures of all the warning lights that would be the only evidence we have. We can upload a
bill once we get it. Tl the contact owns a Dodge Nitro. While driving approximately 40 mph, the
brake, check engine, oil pressure, and traction control warning indicators illuminated. The
vehicle did not stall. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it was
determined that the check engine indicator was due to a throttle body failure. The vehicle was
not repaired. Bob frensley Chrysler Jeep Dodge ram fiat gallatin pike n, madison, TN , was
contacted by phone and informed of the failure. The contact was informed that a diagnostic test
needed to be performed; however, the contact declined. The manufacturer was informed of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was , My check engine light is on becuase of the
rollover sensor issue. The car jerks back an shits off randomly in the road an the emergency
brake doesn't work it almost caused me to get in an accident. Tl- the contact owns a Dodge
Nitro and stated that each time the vehicle key fob or key was use to lock the doors, it would
unlock the doors independently and it also would make the headlights illuminate. The vehicle
was not taken to a dealer or an independent mechanic for a diagnostic testing or repaired. The
manufacture was not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage approximately was , While
driving at night, with my headlights on, my dash began to flicker and so did my interior lights.
My engine also started to studded as I was accelerating. Finally I went to roll my rear passenger
window down for my son and the door started smoking and caught fire! I pulled over on a city
street to let the fire die down. Tl- the contact owns a Dodge Nitro. The contact stated that after
starting the vehicle the wind shield wipers would erroneously activate. During the failure the
turn signals were inoperable. The cause of the failure was not determined. The local dealer
freedom Dodge east camp wisdom rd. Duncanville TX and manufacturer was notified of the
failure. The failure mileage was 90, Driving my Dodge Nitro on a secondary road twice and also
on the highway doing 75 I had a loss of power, put my pedal to the floor and nothing. This was a
recall back in but of course my VIN was not included and it expired. How can you determine
which vehicle and when it will be affected when you send out a recall? I bought the vehicle
second hand and do not know what the previous owner did or did not have done. I drive my
elderly mother and grandchildren in this vehicle and now I do not feel safe. When I called I was
told "too bad" so now it costs me Hopefully someone in the Chrysler family will not have a bad
outcome in one of their faulty vehicles. While attempting to unlock the doors manually and
electronically, the doors failed to unlock. The contact mentioned that the front driver's door was
the only door able to unlock. The doors were able to unlock by rolling down the windows and
opening the doors from outside the vehicle. The contact stated that the rear hatch door also
failed to open. The vehicle was taken to faulkner Chrysler Dodge Jeep ram fiat carlisle pike,
mechanicsburg, PA , where it was diagnosed that the totally integrated power module needed to
be replaced. The manufacturer was not notified of the failure. Nissian found my tansmittion oil
to be black, I paid for flush and told it was good to go. Next day the car died, the throttle body
indicator came on, this was fixed, still burning through gas! I found several owners of this car
have had same problems along with electrical as I have had as well, my electrical system cuts
out randomly and a few times my kids and I have smelt what seemed to be that of burnt rubber
or something. Im very displeased and upset with my purchase. It has to be done by hand. Tipm
flashing , wipers do not work, abs light on- speed will not go over 40 and takes a while to reach
speed. Acts as if the vehicle is running out of gas, brakes not working properly. Multiple
attempts to start, while driving at the highway or at a light it slow down as if going to shuts off,
rear windows not working, doors power locks intermittent. Thankfully, I was able to once again
start it long enough to pull off to a safer area. I propped the hood open after doing some quick
research on youtube as to what it could be causing the alarm wiper blades to turn on. Yet, there
has been no recall. Not only for the driver but for other drivers around these cars with defective
tipms. Wiper fluid shoots out the windshield wipers turn on the alarm goes off and car shuts off
does all this at once. Electric problem causes the vehicle to loose all engine power while driving
down the road. The contact stated that the remote start key was not working, the vehicle alarm
kept sounding, and the doors would not lock or unlock occasionally even with the key. The
dealer and manufacturer were not contacted. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The

failure mileage was , Was driving up mechanicsville turnpike in richmond,va. Heading home
when vehicle cut off without any warning then had to try and start it back up after 3ctries , been
complaining and getting brakes repaired since have been complaining about rear double
clicking since The breaks on my Dodge Nitro keep locking up completely while I'm driving down
the hwy. Which causes my truck to come to a abruptly forcefule stop. Especially when I'm
traveling at speeds of 65 or more. I can get the brakes to release by unhooking my battery for
about 10 minutes. Long enough for the system to reset. My brake pads are slightly worn. While
driving to work on Monday morning at 60mph the truck shut down lost all power and can't be
restarted almost crashed. Have replaced all the major suspect to find out along with s of others
the anti theif device or the wcm is the problem and we as consumers should not have to cover
the cost or head aches of getting this resolved. There are more than enough complaints to issue
a recall so people can get there trucks bck on the road. Car had not been driven regularly due to
it throwing codes preventing it from being safety inspected. Driven briefly around noon on
Thursday, October 11th, to see what codes it would throw. Vehicle is a total loss. Car Problems.
Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro 1. Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro 2.
Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro 3. Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro 4.
Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro 5. Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro 6.
Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro 7. Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro 8.
Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro 9. Electrical System problem of the Dodge Nitro
Horn Assembly problems. Battery Cable problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Ignition Switch
problems. Ignition Module problems. Instrument Panel problems. Battery Dead problems.
Wiring problems. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of the Dodge Nitro based on all problems reported for the Nitro.
Vehicle has miles. I am second owner,and have had it for almost 10 years. About a year ago, it
started shutting down all power while driving, randomly. Local garage diagnosis was
malfunctioning tipm. I ordered spark plugs and coils. The battery light came on. Made it to work
could smell something electrically not right a faint burning smell after I got out and had parked
it. I was on third shift it was dark I knew I wouldn't be able to find it till the next day. Hour later
my Dodge Nitro burned to the ground. Totaled the truck next to it too. Had I had it home
changing spark plugs and coils it could have burned my house down with my family in it.
Chrysler has a problem with tipm's stalling Nitros and catching fire. I never knew what I was up
against till it was too late. Air bag on key ingredients lights on the dashboard keep come on and
I got a letter said my truck on recalled. My vehicle will randomly stall when driving. I had
contacted dealer a few years ago about this and they stated the recall for electrical was fixed
before I purchased vehicle but I am still having this issue. Some times it will stall when stopped
at a light other times while driving which is very scary. Las dos puertas DE atras ,el gate DE la
parte trasera y la puerto del lado derecho. O sea la del pasajero. I was driving in town, just
pulled forward from a stop light. My wipers started running, my entire instrument cluster started
flashing. That included, check engine, oil pressure, low voltage, abs, eps, lost all speedometer
reading, rpm reading, fuel level, engine temperature. On the odometer screen it displayed no
bus. Now it does it while running, moving, stationary, and not running with the key turned in the
on position. My airbag light came on a week ago and wont go off. Very nerve wracking. If I fill
gas tank gas comes back out of tank all over me and truck. I love my truck, but it is becoming
one thing after the other and as a single disabled mom of an 8 year old, I cant afford this money
pit. Especially with what my loan costs me every month. I seriously thing Chrysler should take
some responsibility for problems in their vehicles especially since I see a lot of people have
complained about the same issues. I can say I will never buy another Chrysler product again.
We little people pay more than enough for these vehicles, to just have to turn around and invest
thousands more. I would not complain if it was just mine, but when you look and see all the
other people that have complained about the same issues, then its time to complain because it
is obviously not just mine and not just because its an older vehicle which I had thought til I saw
the other complaints!!!!!!!!!!. Tl the contact owns a Dodge Nitro. While driving approximately 40
mph, the brake, check engine, oil pressure, and traction control warning indicators illuminated.
The vehicle did not stall. The vehicle was taken to an independent mechanic where it was
determined that the check engine indicator was due to a throttle body failure. The vehicle was
not repaired. Bob frensley Chrysler Jeep Dodge ram fiat gallatin pike n, madison, TN , was
contacted by phone and informed of the failure. The contact was informed that a diagnostic test
needed to be performed; however, the contact declined. The manufacturer was informed of the
failure. The approximate failure mileage was , Tl- the contact owns a Dodge Nitro and stated that
each time the vehicle key fob or key was use to lock the doors, it would unlock the doors
independently and it also would make the headlights illuminate. The vehicle was not taken to a
dealer or an independent mechanic for a diagnostic testing or repaired. The manufacture was

not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage approximately was , While driving at night,
with my headlights on, my dash began to flicker and so did my interior lights. My engine also
started to studded as I was accelerating. Finally I went to roll my rear passenger window down
for my son and the door started smoking and caught fire! I pulled over on a city street to let the
fire die down. Driving my Dodge Nitro on a secondary road twice and also on the highway doing
75 I had a loss of power, put my pedal to the floor and nothing. This was a recall back in but of
course my VIN was not included and it expired. How can you determine which vehicle and when
it will be affected when you send out a recall? I bought the vehicle second hand and do not
know what the previous owner did or did not have done. I drive my elderly mother and
grandchildren in this vehicle and now I do not feel safe. When I called I was told "too bad" so
now it costs me Hopefully someone in the Chrysler family will not have a bad outcome in one of
their faulty vehicles. While attempting to unlock the doors manually and electronically, the
doors failed to unlock. The contact mentioned that the front driver's door was the only door able
to unlock. The doors were able to unlock by rolling down the windows and opening the doors
from outside the vehicle. The contact stated that the rear hatch door also failed to open. The
vehicle was taken to faulkner Chrysler Dodge Jeep ram fiat carlisle pike, mechanicsburg, PA ,
where it was diagnosed that the totally integrated power module needed to be replaced. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failure. It has to be done by hand. Wiper fluid shoots out
the windshield wipers turn on the alarm goes off and car shuts off does all this at once. Electric
problem causes the vehicle to loose all engine power while driving down the road. While driving
to work on Monday morning at 60mph the truck shut down lost all power and can't be restarted
almost crashed. Have replaced all the major suspect to find out along with s of others the anti
theif device or the wcm is the problem and we as consumers should not have to cover the cost
or head aches of getting this resolved. There are more than enough complaints to issue a recall
so people can get there trucks bck on the road. The driver side break light and reverse light has
had to be replaced too frequently. Now the gear shift - diag code u seems to cause the loss of
communication of the gear position. That only allows the vehicle to only travel about 20mph and
approx rpm , which can be very dangerous if there is a unexpected slow down on the highway.
Locks quit working the fob will only unlock the drivers side door. All other doors have to be
done manually and I can't open the back hatch because there is no place to put in a key and
unlock it. When it rain truck shuts off no powere engine has to replace fuse to statr agian. The
contact stated that the vehicle's power would shut off intermittently. The contact took the
vehicle to larry h. Miller Dodge ram tucson 22nd st, tucson, az to be repaired, but the failure
persisted after leaving the dealer. The manufacturer was contacted and could not assist. I
quickly decided to turn around and go back home since I was a short distance away. I decided
to take a route through a residential neighborhood since I was unsure what would happen next
and thought it would be best not to be on a major roadway if anything further occurred. I made a
left into the residential neighborhood and noticed my truck was moving very sluggish and
making a weird noise. I was approaching a stop sign up ahead; however, before I could apply
the brakes my truck just cut off. I quickly put the gear in park and attempted to turn on my
hazard light for oncoming traffic to go around me but I realized at this point my truck had
absolutely no power. A gentleman on a bicycle stopped to assist me and we decided it would be
best if he pushed my truck around the corner I was stalled at, to keep from obstructing
oncoming traffic. He instructed me to put the truck in neutral but I was unable to do so, I could
not turn the car on nor could I move it out of park gear. The street I was stopped on is a major
road for entering and exiting the neighborhood that I was attempting to pass through to get
home. The street I was on is a major road for entering and exiting the neighborhood that I was
attempting to pass through to get home. I called aaa and had my truck towed home; its still
sitting broken. Tipm module defect that causes safety issue when locks do not lock or unlock
electrically. Vehicle no longer has control over locks and doors do not function properly. Rear
hatch can not be opened to release passenger in an accident and doors do not automatically
lock when vehicle reaches speed safety issue with doors and passengers opening while driving.
Tipm module is not working properly for windshield washer pump. Washer no longer works to
clean window and causes safety issue for driver vision of the road. Seems to be issues with this
vehicles tipm module mine was replaced by dealer in for wiper not working safety issue. Now
washer pump and door locks are not working on this tipm module. Both issue occurred same
day with this tipm. Car cut off driving down the street taking my kid to school. Had it towed to
find out its a short in the tipm total integrated power module which is basically the brains of the
car. All its functions run this this overly poorly thought out computer. Repairs will run about 1,
The recalls for this petition has been declined. Real classy Dodge. I refuse to patronize this
business anymore. The contact owns a Dodge Nitro. While driving 35 mph, the vehicle stalled
without warning. The contact was able to restart the vehicle. The vehicle was taken to landers

mclarty Dodge Chrysler Jeep ram located at university dr NW, huntsville, al , to be diagnosed.
The contact was informed that the failure was due to an issue with the tipm. The manufacturer
was not contacted. The approximate failure mileage was 95, All the electrical componer is not
working in the dash all the light is on say is not bus. Takata recall there are a lot of problems
with the tipm with wiper and there stuff going wrong from c7 area of the tipm on 07 Dodge Nitro
slt. I am unable to unlock my vehicle. When parked, the 3 passenger doors and hatch will lock
but not unlock. The only door that works properly most of the time is the drivers door. Can't use
the key alone to unlock doors because there is no keyhole except the drivers door. We have
been having issues with our door locks along with electrical problems that occur while the
vehicle is running. We were told the tipm module is not properly working. This is the main
command center for all electrical functions that when not properly working is an extreme
danger to the passengers. I contacted Dodge and they said there is nothing they can do to help
us. So you make a part in a car that is extremely unsafe to its passengers and you can't do
anything to help me? Electronic window switch keeps going out, and the tipm light keeps
comiing on. When I driving down the street the tipm light stays on didn't know what that was, I
thouhgt it meant my tires, so I purchased new tires, still comes on and now my window want roll
up because of this module. While driving the vehicle on the interstate it will just shut off. No
lights on dash or warning. When this happens you have no power steering or brakes. After
getting it stopped and restarting it will drive fine. Other times the remote will not work the locks,
it will lock and unlock by them selves after you open the door and try to start vehicle. You can
put the key in the ignition and it will not start lights on dash will go off and on and after a few
attempts it will start. There are times you can not put in in park you can shut it off and restart it
press brake pedal and nothing works to put it in park and then it will just go in park like nothing
was wrong. All of these things happen up on occasions with no warning. It all will work fine for
weeks or months and then it will act up again. The heater does not blow hot air on one side,
every year you can flush out heater hose and radiator and it will blow hot air for a month or so
and then it will go back to only blowing warm air out on one side. No codes are ever thrown
when the things happen. There is never a warning and when you take it to the dealership or a
mechanic they can never find anything wrong with it. Takata recall- electrical system problem.
The vehicle was stationary at my home when I use my key to unlock the doors it turn the lights
on in my dash and sounds like the engine is running, but the doors is still lock. Then once I get
inside my engine lights stays on. Breaks have gone out twice now and I have been told its
because of me running with my emergency brake on. Not true and I have had to replace all
breaking system. Cruise control does not work while on hwy took it to dealership 3 times and
they said it works. I have had electrical issues with window motors and wipers along with cruise
control. Car Problems. Electrical System problem 1. Electrical System problem 2. Electrical
System problem 3. Electrical System problem 4. Electrical System problem 5. Electrical System
problem 6. Electrical System problem 7. Electrical System problem 8. Electrical System problem
9. Electrical System problem Other Electrical System related problems of the Dodge Nitro.
Electrical System problems Horn Assembly problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Instrument
Panel problems. Wiring problems. Software problems. Ignition problems. Battery Cable
problems. Ignition Switch problems. Starter problems. Power Door Locks Not Working
problems. Battery Dead problems. I own a Dodge Nitro 3. For days now I have been hearing a
pounding sound coming from the engine bay at start up and while making sharp turns, I first
thought it was my belt. Check the belt and it seems like it's in good shape. While hitting the
brake pedal hard the pedal pulsated and the vehicle was shaking as if it didn't want to stop.
When I took my foot off the accelerator after I managed to stop the vehicle, it doesn't go
forward. I managed to slowly get it home and avoided any main road. Not sure if this is the case
but I'm having the vehicle towed to the dealer. I have a Chrysler Pre-Owned warranty. Hopefully
it will be covered. Scary experience!!! This vehicle was bought for my daughter who is in
college. As a parent I made this purchase with her safety in mind as a priority and thank God
that when the malfunctions of this vehicle happened she was not driving since she was far from
home. Unfortunately and equally worse when the malfunctions did happen my wife and son
were the occupants and it took place on the highway thankfully not far from home. Upon seeing
this issue being reported by so many others it is clear that the moral compass of the
manufactures, the courts and governing bodies of this democracy are only as good as the
empathy felt by those who have had like situations and their ability to influence the outcome.
For a company to be allowed to sell a defective product that can result in the injury or loss of
life without the fear of being held accountable in a society that prides itself on the ability to
present the ultimate feel good experience, even the safety agencies in place are just a part of
the greater machine of hypocrisy representing the good of the citizens it supposedly serves.
The use of law firms by the liable defendants who would rather pay a dime to save a dollar and

the courts filled with ruling judges who truly wear the blind scarves of justice thinking that their
rulings only impact those immediately before them in their court rooms, this is appalling and
yes the sad state of a democracy in moral disarray. Drove it back to my home town in Fresno
and drove it for months with no problems. Then slight warnings started happening in February ,
horn slightly blows and water comes out of windshield wipers; hit key FOB to unlock doors and
horn starts blowing, windshield wipers start up with water shooting out and I hit the key FOB
again and it stopped, then March , I hit key FOB to unlock door and the horn starts a constant
blowing, windshield wiper going and water spewing out and would not stop. After ten minutes,
someone came and unplugged the battery. Tried to put cables back on batter, hoping that it had
stopped, but no it is still doing the same thing. Went online and saw too many complaints with
the same identical situation. They all had to replace the TIPM. I called dealers and repair shops
and was quoted to to repair. Money is sparse so waiting to repair it in a couple of weeks. My
Dodge Nitro 4 x 4 3. This is a serious problem Dodge is saying doesn't happen. This is my last
Dodge I will ever own. How much do you think in the long run Dodge this is costing you? It all
started last fall or so when the horn would blow while sitting in the driveway unattended, just
random beeps. Took to dealership and of course they asked if was doing it while driving? Uh
no. Then asked if my lights and wipers going nuts? Uh no again. Well several trips over this
they still couldn't figure out so they just put damn horn fuses. That was done in June still
pulled.. I'm totally flipping out!! And noticed around a sharp curve or sudden stop or take off so
I thought it'd almost die thinking stopped up fuel filter or something but obviously not and not
to mention thought someone been stealing my gas as well. Let me add the heated seats! They
don't wanna stop heating!! Talking about a hot ass!! I even called Chrysler directly and well that
didn't get me anywhere either. All she kept saying was " no recall" but if one is issued you'll be
notified and they may reimburse your costs.. First of all I shouldn't have to pay for any of this
because obviously this is a big issue. Like I told her, whose gonna pay when it causes harm??
I'm scared to drive my own car that I'm paying for here! I have 2 damn Dodge payments here
now come on!!!!! They know these are faulty so take care of it. That's what I think. While driving
in rush hour traffic, my horn started going off, wipers running at full speed, windshield fluid
flying all over, door locks going up and down and the car begins to decelerate. I tried turning off
the wipers and nothing happened. I turned off the ignition, and nothing happened. Horn, wipers,
locks and washer fluid still going crazy. It eventually stopped. It happened 2 days later when I
attempted to unlock my car. I had to disconnect the negative cable on my battery to get it to
stop. A week after that, it happened while I was driving. I took it to the dealer and while I was
waiting for service. I decided to do research and to my surprise I see this has happened
frequently with the Nitro's. The dealer stated that this was not a recall issue The problem began
with lights flashing, horn blowing, all wipers going, water spraying, door locks locking and
unlocking and windows going up and down. All of this happening at the same time. I went to the
dodge dealer and they said that there was no recall no other complaints. Seven months later the
same problem occurred. I have two of these nitros. The same problem with both vehicles.
Please help. Thanks in advance Melvin. Electrical problems since with multiple visits to the
dealership and dodge mechanic. Stalled on the highway several times. At our wits end on this;
the truck is possessed! It is not trustworthy and we will be trading it in for something reliable at
this point. I own a Dodge Nitro, it all started one morning when I put the car in reverse the horn
started beeping, the window wipers in the front and rear started moving. After In placed the car
back in drive the horn stop blowing. Also the heat or ac unit would not come on After I turned
the car off and started it again the problem stopped. I didn't know what to do or what was
causing the issue. Then a month later the back brakes locked up and the car would not move
smoke was coming from the back tires, so I stop and had to have the car towed in from Durham
to Sanford. If anyone else has experience this issue please let me know. I have been having
issues for months, just brushed them off. Key will not unlock or lock doors, keep getting new
batteries. Warnings on dash come on and go off. Sometimes the vehicle sounds like it about to
fall apart when it trying to start, shut it off and turn the key again. It usually starts, but now the
DASH Board light will not go out, and the sound it makes when it try to start is really starting to
scare me. I did not know about the complaints other people are having. I regret to say, that I am
disappointed that Chrysler has not accepted responsibility, but I want to warn them, If
something happens, meaning, I cause harm to someone else or myself while driving this
vehicle, they might as well prepare themselves for a Big Ass Lawsuit. I work for PI attorneys,
will be keeping a daily journal of what is going on with the vehicle. I am planning on taking the
Nitro in tomorrow to a Dodge Dealership, for further evaluation. I can't wait to see how much
this is going to cost. Customer Care Centre , and spoke with a very unhelpful and rude
"customer care" representative that goes by the name of Lisa, whom advised me her employee
i. She basically told me because my vehicle's warranty is expired, she basically can't help me. I

asked her if a class action lawsuit would get things rolling, and that's when she really turned
ugly! She advised me there's a lot of people online, that are paid to put false complaints online. I
tried to assure her that I was NOT one of those people! No wonder Dodge isn't recalling this
vehicle!!! She then told me she couldn't take my word for it, that it's actually the faulty TIPM,
that I'd have to get the diagnosis done by the dealership, again, out of my own pocket!!! We're
going to try and get this fixed as soon as possible, as I've heard of possibilities of fire, air bags
being randomly deployed, horn going off while driving, wipers and wash fluid activations while
driving, etc!!! This is my wife's vehicle, and she loves it, however, just the thought of her
driving, with our children, and the possibility of something seriously dangerous happening,
because Dodge is neglecting to fix their faulty product, scares me immensely! Come on Dodge!
Own up to your mistakes!!! Recall this model and do the right thing!!! The issue my 08 Nitro
began a couple of weeks ago. On the 7th of July, I was driving down a residential street when
my horn, wipers, locks, wiper fluid all started going on. I pulled the car over and turned off my
truck. I started to open my hood and it a all of a sudden stopped. I chalked that up as a odd
anomaly. Yesterday, I began my trip to work, once on the highway I began having the same
issue. I pulled over, turned off the key and waited, no resolve a passerby stopped and told me to
disconnect the battery for a few minutes, which I did. This did not work. I had no choice but to
drive it off highway with horn blaring.. When I got to work I called Dodge. On the way home my
lights started to flash, wipers still had issue and locks were going up and down on there own.
This issue has been constant for two days. I am scared to drive my truck now. The Dodge
service people said it can take a month before I can get it fixed and that the truck is still
driveable until then. I looked at him dumbfounded and explained my lights turn off and blink. I
was told "well just don't drive at night. Other regular mechanics said even if they can get the
part, Dodge still needs to "flash it" and something else don't remember the other thing Help!!!!
This repair was temporary. My horn went off like I had pushed the panic button My lights were
flashing. My wipers going front and back The wiper fluid coming out front and back. The door
lock clinking up and down. The P D R on the speedometer flashing. And when driving it feels
like it is in second or third gear. I look down and it is in drive not 2nd or 3rd. When I took it in to
a private mechanic they changed the terminal on the negative part of the battery. And said it
stopped the problem. But a week after that it started again. At my place of employment. My
customers were worried and ran over to check on me. I said I am fine its my car that has a mind
of its own. One of my friends took the fuses out for the horn and what he thought was the fluid
for the windshield wipers. I have been driving around without a horn. But it is better then going
down the highway and scaring the crap people on the highway. Don' t need no accidents
Dodge. Now I am taking it in for the recall that the former owner did not do. And the dealership
that had it did not do. And asked them to please check out the problem I am waiting for the
results. But we all know what it is going to be. Please recall this before someone gets killed.
You did on the earlier models and later models why not mine Yours truly confused and
frustrated Dodge owner. Faulty TIPM causing headlight flashing, wipers and washer
uncontrollable with both horns going. Resetting the TIPM by dis-connecting battery for a period
of this fixes the problem. My TIPM has a problem with moisture. High humidity and heavy rain
today set it off I think. This is my third occurrence on a period on two years. Hoping to purchase
a replacement TIPM before this issue becomes as sever as others are experiencing. I purchased
my pre-owned Dodge Nitro 2 months ago. A week ago it all went haywire like my car was
possessed. It also happened the following week. I have a hard time believing that this was the
first time these issues have happened. I think the people I purchased the vehicle from chose not
to disclose these problems. When I turned the car off it was still doing the same thing. It will
cost several hundred dollars to replace and they are not even sure if replacing the TIPM will
solve the problems. Who can afford to replace a part on their vehicle when there is not any
guarantee that this will fix things? Even if I wanted to make the necessary repairs there seems
to be a national backorder on thi
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s part. How are we to feel safe putting ourselves or others in our vehicles? I am afraid to drive
my car for fear of something major happening while driving. What would happen if we are in an
accident the car catches on fire? Dodge has recalled the but has failed to recall the despite the
national backorder for the part needed to fix these vehicles. This tells me there is a bigger
problem that they cannot even keep these in stock. My Nitro has the following issues: 1. Seems
to be a pretty common problem. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful

websites No one has added a helpful site for this Nitro problem yet. Be the first! Find a good
Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip code: A free service
from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Comment Disabled Add
Complaint. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

